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Jesse Crews, Senior Reactor Engineer
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Comnission, Region V
1990 N. California Boulevard
Suite 202, Walnut C~eek Plaza
Walnut Creek, California 94596

Dear Hr. Crews:

Enclosed is a statement of my participation as a member of the NRC Region V

Special Inspection Team du~ing the initial reactor startup and zero power
reactor physics tests at the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Unit l.
Included are my observations and evaluations of the reactor startup activities
and zero power reactor physics tests.

Please contact me at (415) 423-0952 or FTS 8-543-0952 if further information
is needed.

Sincerely,
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L. Rolf Peterson
Nuclear Systems Safety Program
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Obse~vations and Cerements
Initial Reactor Startup and Zero Power Reactor Physics Tests

Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1

by
L. Rolf Peterson

Lawrence Livermore National Labor atory
Hay 18, '1984

I participated as a consultant member of the NRC Region V Special Inspection
Team at Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Picot, Vnit 1 dm)ng April and Hay 1984.
Prior to initial reactor criticality I was on site at Diablo Canyon from
April 19 until April 22, 1984. Initial reactor critica15ty was achieved at
0007, April 29, 1984. After in5t5al reactor startup, I was on site from
April 30 until Hay 2, 1984, and from Hay 7 until Hay 9, 1984, to evaluate the
zer o power reactor physics tests and to observe the performance of startup and
operating personnel during these tests.

The initial startup oF Diablo Canyon 1 was conducted in accordance with
Pacific Gas and E1ectric Company (PQE) Test Procedure No. 40.0, Startup
Program Haster Document, Sections 13.0 through 17.0. Zero power physics tests
were conducted in accordance with Section 18.0.

Detailed PGLE test procedures used in conjunction with Test Procedure 40.0
were:

Test Procedure No. 41.2

Test Procedure No. 41.3

Test Procedure No. 41.4

Test Procedur e No. 41.5

Test Procedure No. 41.6

Initial Criticality
Nuclear Design Checks

Rod and Boron Worth Heasurements
During Boron Dilution

Control Bank Worth Heasurements
(with Overlap) During Boron
Addition

Rod Control Cluster Assembly
(RCCA) Pseudo Ejection at Zero
Power

Test Procedure No. 41.7 Hinimum Shutdown Verification and
Stuck Rod Wor th Heasurement

On April 19, 1984, I attended the briefing given by Bob Fischer on the Diablo
Canyon plant operations organization and the briefing on initial criticality
and zero power testing given by Hike Norem (lead startup engineer ) and Steve
Santon (star tup engineer). A synopsis of the detailed test procedures listed
above was reviewed during the latter briefing.
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During the remainder of this 4/19-22/84 plant visit I made complete tours of
the Unit,l turbine and auxiliary buildings and the Unit 1 containment building.
I familiarized myself with the Unit 1 contro'l room and observed preparations
to heat up the plant and make the tr ansition from Node 5 Cold Shutdown to
Node 4 Hot Shutdown.

I reviewed in detail Test Procedure 41.2, Initial Criticality. I found that
the procedure was complete and fneorporated good operating practices for a
safe approach to initial reactor critical ity. The procedure included proper
precautions to prevent an unanticipated critical)ty and to ensure proper
detection of the neutron meltiplicatfon end neutron population by the source
range detectors and the 4at~iate vange detectors during reactor startup.
The procedure incorporated proper coordination of boron dilution and control
rod assembly withdrawal to @nacre an orderly and safe approach to initial
reactor criticality. The procedure also included proper steps after initial
criticality to detect the onset of nuclear heating, to determine the flux
level upper limit for zero power physics testing, to check the basic kinetic
behavior of the reactor by measuring the doubling time or reactor period after
a small reactivity addition, and to check the operation of the reactivit
computer .

e reac vi y

Initial reactor critica)ity of Diablo Canyon 1 was achieved at 0007 hours
(12:07 am), April 29, 1984. The predicted boron concentration for initial
criticality with all control rods withdrawn was approximatel 1310 + 52

ual measured boron concentration during initial criticality was T344 ppm.
This value was within the acceptable uncertainty tolerance of the predicted
value.

Dur ing my visit to the plant on April 30 until Hay 2, 1984, I reviewed Test
Procedures 41.3, 41.4, 41.4, 41.5, 41.6, and 41.7 and observed the progress of
zero power physics tests. In the control room, I observed measurements of
control rod bank reactivity worth, critical boron concentration at cont 1 d
bank ne dpolnts, isothermal temperature coefficient, and zero power core flux

on a con ro ro

distribution. These measurements were conducted using Test Procedures 41.3
and 41.4. I also observed a calibration check of the reactivity computer
against reactor doubling time (reactor period) measurements in accordance with
Standard Test Procedure G-SC.

The PQE crews on shift proper ly followed test procedures in making all
measurements. I observed that the lead startup engineer on each shift was
experienced in reactor startup and test operations and understood the
measurements being made. They used proper testing techniques to ensure that
valid data was obtained. The PC4E startup organization also used these
nuclear design checks to give less experienced personnel important on-the-job
training in performing startup core physics measurements. I observed good
cooperation between the PGLE startup personnel and the Westinghouse startup
representatives while the nuclear design verification measurements were beinq
made a
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Mhen I left the plant on Nay 2, 1984, I was satisfied that PQE had adequate
safe prceedures in place for the Nablo Canyon 1 zero power physics tests and
that 'the plant startup personnel were conducting those tests correctly and
safely. PQE completed zero power physics tests on May 6, 1984.

I visited the Diablo Canyon p1ant again on Hay? until Nay 9, 1984. During
this visit I reviewed the data and results of the zero power physics tests. I
also reviewed the control t'od withdrawal limits imposed to ensure that a
negative moderator temperature coefficient is maintained to meet Technical
Specification 3.1.).3. i concur oAth the rod withdrawal limits chosen by PGEE

which were based on measured isothrrea7 teiperature coefficient data obtained
April 30 - i/ay 2, 1984.

On Hay 8, 1984, I met with PQE startup engineers Steve Santon and Pete
Sarafian and reviewed all zero power physics test data and results. In all
cases except two, the measured parameters conformed to predicted design values
and tolerances that were provided by Mestinghouse and incorporated into the
PQ E test procedures. For both exceptions, the measured values were more
conservative from a safety standpoint than the predicted values.

During Test Procedure 41.7, the measured integral ~orth of Shutdown Control
Rod Bank 0 was 948 pcm reactivity. This measured value exceeded the predicted
value of 854 pcm with a + lOX tolerance that had been provided by llestinghouse.
The measured integral reactivity worth was verified by comparison with boron
concentration endpoint measurements made for Shutdown Bank D fully withdrawn
and fully inserted. The PQ E startup personnel and the Mestinghouse startup
representative determined that the measured reactivity worth was acceptable.
I concur with this evaluation. The intergral reactivity worth measurements
and the boron endpoint measurements are consistent. The larger measured
reactivity worth of Shutdown Bank 0 indicates that a greater shutdown
capability is available from this control rod bank than was originally
predicted.

During Test Procedure 41.6, the measured integral reactivity worth of psuedo
ejection of Rod Control Cluster Assembly B-6 $ RCCA B-6) of Control Bank D was
275 pcm reactivity. The predicted value provided by Westinghouse was 480 pcm
with a + 10K tolerance. The worth of RCCA B-6 was measured during both
boration and boron dilution with less than 1 pcm reactivity deviation.

The PQ E Startup personnel and the Mestinghouse startup representative
determined that this result deviated from Mestinghouse design review criteria
but did not violate safety review criteria. I concur with this
determination. The measured worth indicates that a smaller positive
reactivity increase would occur from ejection of the single rod control
cluster assembly that had been predicted.

The test data supports the accuracy of the RCCA B-6 pseudo ejected rod
measurements. The predicted 480 pcm reactivity ~orth of the single ejected
control rod assembly appears to be too large. Control Bank D has nine control
rod assemblies, including RCCA BW. The Control Sank 0 integral worth was





measured during Test Proce ure 41.4 with all other control rods withdrawn.
The measured total integral worth of Control Bank D was 938 pcm r eactivity.
The measured 275 pcm reactivity worth for e5ection of single assembly RCCA 8-6
$ s reasonable when compared to the oeasured worth of the entire Control Bank D

$ n a similar core configuration.

Conclusions

I found that PC4E had adequate and complete procedures in place to safely
conduct the fnitia1 reactor startup and zero power physics tests at Diablo
Canyon Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 1

The Diablo Canyon 1 operating crews and startup personnel that I observed on
shift in the control room followed the established procedures and performed
competently.

I reviewed the data and results of the Diablo Canyon 1 initial reactor
criticality startup and zero power reactor physics tests. I concur with the
test data analyses and evaluations made by by PGIKE and Mestinghouse startup
personnel. Ho deviations from expected reactor nuclear design characteristics
that would adversely affect safety of operations of Diablo Canyon 1 were
observed during initial reactor startup and zero power reactor physics tests.
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